
BREATHING A,PPARATUS SET WITH SPARE CYLINDERS.

itative Requirement

(ctrNnru.l:
self contained, Positive pressure and open circuit air breathing apparatus shall be certified for use by the

fire fighters for use by the fire fighters for 45 minutes total working duration.

2.TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:

a) Back Plate and Body Harness: This shall be made of non - metallic, antistatic, impact, chemical & fire
resistant material and orthopaedic ally designed and manufactured in conformity to EN/ DIN/ US/BIS 10245

PART II standards and certified for use by the fire fighters, It shall facilitate mounting of air cylinder
through cam lock. The body harness shall be wearer friendly and safe for carrying load while all buckles
shall be quick release type.

b)Pressure reducer: This shall be so designed so as to meet the air demand for two users simultaneously
at a stable pressure on the outlet with inlet pressure varying from 300 bars to 20 bars and shall confirm to
provisions in pr EN 137-2002 classll4

c) Face Mask: The shall be reverte-d 6dge seal type and made of flame resistant material confirming to EN
136. The reflex seal on the outer mask shall be so designed so as to facemask to reduce dead space, speech

transmitter for clear voice reproduction and a wide angle panoramic vision visor made of Polycarbonate
material and shall e self - de- misting type. The head straps shall be easy to tighten and quick to release.

d)Demand valve: The lung operated demand valve design shall either be titling diaphragm type or piston

type. This shall be provided on the facemask and connected o the pressure reducer with the help of rubber
hose through quick connector. The demand valve shall be rated for minimum 500 Lpm airflow and shall
activate with the first breath.

e) Pressure gauge: This shall be bourdon pressure gauge with luminbscent dial with reassure making in
bar and encased in fire resistant rubber cover. The gauge shall be connected to pressure reducer through
non-metallic rubber hose.

f) Hoses: The low pressure hoses shall be flexible and non-kinking type and suitably reinforced to with
stand 30 bar air pressure while the high - Pressure hoses shall either be flexible or rigid metallic tube
suitably secured to the back plate so as not to obstruct the movement of the wearer.

g) Warning Whistle: This shall be fitted either on the back plate or provided along with the pressure

gauge assembly and shall be automatic in operation giving audible alarm of minimum 90 dB intensity
at I meter distance of low cylinder pressure in the range of 50+ 5 Bar.

h) 'Y' manifold for additional connections: This set shall have provision through suitably placed ' Y'
manifold to facilitate receiving air from a different source and supplying air for additional facemask.

i) Air Cylinder: This shall be corrosion and impact resistant and made of light Udyttty wrapped. The
size of the cylinder shall be such that it can hold sufficient quantity of air [Not less than 1800 litres] for
providing 45 minutes total working duration when charged at 300 bars pressure. The cylinder shall be
provided with cross flow valve and EN 144+2 compliant. The ffIfficIEi rsha-ll*G duly approved by the
Chief Controller Explosive Nagpur and shall be capable of with standing a minimum hydraulic testing

of450 bars.

'eight "The weight of the ready to use set shall not be more than 12.5 kgs.

APPROVAL: The complete set shall havc relevant EN or equivalent approval approval and certificate to
is effect shall be furnished along with the offer.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION:-
The technical evaluation of the SCBA shall be subjected to the following:-
a) Meeting the requirement as mentioned from Sl. No. I to 3 above.
b) Designed in conformity to EN,NIN/US standards, conformity certificate and CCOE certificate to be

submitted along with the offer.


